BUILD A THEATRICAL MASK

**Step 1:**
Cut folder into a rectangle the size of your forehead, then cut two half circles on the bottom for your eyes.

**Step 2:**
Cut a long rectangular strip to wrap around your head. Attach strip to the first shape with tape.

**Step 3:**
Cut another long strip, make two angled slits, and attach to the front of the mask. Tape it in place! Slide onto mask!

**Step 4:**
Create a snout:
1) cut a shape
2) cut a slit
3) fold one side over the other and tape into cup
4) attach to mask
Step 5:
Create Ears:
1) cut a shape
2) trace it to make two
3) cut a slit, fold, and tape to make a cup
4) attach to mask

Step 6:
Create Nose:
1) cut a shape
2) color
3) attach

You did it! Congratulations!
Now, make it your own! Use the decoration materials you have in your packet to finish your theatrical mask. Decorate around eyes with sparkle, eye brows with fur, or maybe big buck teeth with folder scraps.

You can also visit YouTube to see theatrical mask making instructions. Search Arcata Playhouse Wonder Wagon to find the video online.